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What are the biggest challenges for digital
marketers in 2015?
Trends and prediction articles are always popular on the Econsultancy blog as people love
to know what’s around the corner.
Unfortunately in the fast-moving world of digital marketing it’s difficult to predict how things will evolve with any
degree of certainty. So rather than reveal any of my own ill-informed forecasts, we decided to canvas the expert
speakers from our Future of Digital Marketing event. What did they think would be the biggest challenge for digital
marketers in the next few years?

2015 Social Media Marketing Trends
A 2015 survey and report on social media marketing practices and software usage
Social media is one of the newest and fastest changing elements of business. Companies are slowly shifting their
approach to social media, from an isolated marketing channel to an integrated part of the business. As companies
increase their sophistication from a minimally viable social media presence to an integrated, strategic approach to
leveraging social media across the organization, a few things tend to happen.

Former brand marketer: banner ads suck, but
they're great
Fraud. Viewability. The demise of Flash.
The lowly banner ad is under attack and just about everybody agrees: banner ads are the past but not the future of
advertising. But is everybody wrong? Rick Webb was a brand marketer for twenty years and even though he's an
investor now, he has a message from brand managers to all of the people trying to kill the banner ad: "we like
banners."

Video content strategy: equipment, tools
& other useful advice
Our biggest problem back then was coming up with ideas that our audience would be
interested in, rather than just creating video for the sake of it.
My final suggestion would be to just hurry up and start using video, as that’s the only way you’ll learn what works.
It’s very easy to procrastinate or focus on other tasks, but really if you want to begin using video then the best thing
to do is buy or rent a camera and start experimenting.

Five things to do when approaching
influencers
Five things to bear in mind when approaching those influencers that will help persuade
them to get behind your campaign and enable you to build ongoing relationships with
them.
Influencers are much more likely to get behind your cause if it is something they actually care about. One of the
easiest ways to find out what they care about is to see what they’re talking about on social media.
Stephen Fry, for example, has historically been quite vocal about prostate cancer causes on Twitter, so he is likely to be
interested in sharing something related to that disease.

IPG digital agency R/GA wins 33 Lions and
Agency of the Year at Cannes
Digital agency R/GA is having arguably its best year ever, leaving last week's Cannes Lions
International Festival of Creativity with 33 shiny new Lions statues, including eight Cyber
Lions and 11 Mobile Lions.
That total—a record for R/GA—earned it Agency of the Year honors. Plus, Bob Greenberg received the Lion of St.
Mark for lifetime achievement.
Among the agency's most-awarded work of the year were the Love Has No Labels PSA (which R/GA created with
the Ad Council), The Pursuit by Equinox campaign and its work for Hammerhead Navigation, which created a handsfree navigation device for bikers.

Snapchat Persuades Brands to Go Vertical
With Their Video
Mobile phones change the way we watch
The popular messaging app is encouraging marketers and media companies to shoot ads vertically, a clear departure
from the common practice of using wide-angle landscape shots.

Internet Usage in the Middle East Infographic
In a study done by Smart Touch Advertising and Promotions, where they estimated the
demographics of MENA internet users by the year 2016.
The MENA region will see a total of 72 million internet users who will be spending more than 2 hours a day online.
The infographic below shows that the arabic language will be the 4th most used language on the web and the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia will be the leading 4G market in the MENA region by 2016.
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